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Among the copies of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts kept in the China 
Tibetology Research Center (Beijing), one of the more important texts 
is Sthiramati's commentary on Vasubandhu's Paficaskandhaka (PSk), 
the Paficaskandhakavibhti$ti (PSkV).l A Tibetan translation of the 
PSkV is preserved in the Tibetan bsTan 'gyur as no. 5567 of the 
Peking edition (P). A Chinese version of a PSk commentary ascribed 
to Sthiramati (6th c.), which bears the title Da cheng guang wu yun 
lun C**•JL.~~). is available in Taisho 1613. This text does not 
seem to be a direct translation of the PSkV, as it is much shorter and 
its contents do not exactly correspond to the Sanskrit and the Tibetan 
versions of the PSkV. Apart from Sthiramati's commentary, two other 
commentaries on the PSk are available in Tibetan translation: the 
Paficaskandhavivara7Ja by GuQ.aprabha (P 5568) and the Pafica
skandhabhti$ya by *Prthivibandhu2 (P 5569). This paper aims at 
investigating some important passages of the PSkV. The first section 
presents a general overview of the contents of the text, the second 
section deals with the purpose of the teachings of the PSkV, and the 
third section examines the characterization of the skandha "matter" 
(rapa). 

The main concern of the PSk and the PSkV is the analysis of the 
five aggregates (skandha), twelve bases (ayatana), and eighteen 
elements (dhatu). As one of the central ideas of Buddhist philosophy, 

* This article is a revised version of a lecture I gave at Otani University (Kyoto) on March 3, 
2008. I am grateful to Profs. Kazunobu Matsuda, Lambert Schmithausen, and Peter Skilling as 
well as to my husband Ralf who read previous drafts of this paper and made a number of valuable 
suggestions. I would also like to acknowledge the support received from the German Research 
Foundation (DFG) since 2007, which enabled me to complete this article. 
1 For a detailed description of the manuscript and the difficulties of the title of the text, see the 
introduction to my forthcoming diplomatic and critical editions of the PSkV. 

2 On the name of the author ofthe Pancaskandhabhi1$ya, see Schmithausen [1987: 575f.]. 
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the five skandhas (as well as the twelve ayatanas and the eighteen 
dhatus) appear to be a well studied concept. Nevertheless, a thorough 
investigation of the PSk(V) makes it evident that the concept of the 
five skandhas as it is known from early canonical sources changed 
when it was integrated into the Abhidharmic system of the 
Y ogacaras. 3 In the process of systematizing all factors of existence 
within the Abhidharmic literature, the early concept of five skandhas 
which aimed at describing merely the physical and mental parts of 
living beings might have appeared not adequate anymore. As it was 
impossible to abandon this traditional model, the meaning of some of 
the skandhas was extended to subsume the whole outside world. 4 The 
archaic scheme had to be harmonized with new teachings for instance, 
in the context of Yogacara tradition, with the "store mind" (alaya
vijfiana) or the "notion of I" (kli.~tamanas). In Vasubandhu's PSk and 
Sthiramati's PSkV this process of reshaping the skandha model 
becomes visible. 

I. Subject Outline of the PSkV 

The structure of the PSkV follows the arrangement of Vasubandhu's 
root text and can be divided into seven main parts as depicted in the 
following outline: 

1. Introductory remarks (lbl-3b2) 
2. Explanation ofthe five skandhas (3b2-61al) 
3. Explanation of the twelve ayatanas (61al-64a6) 
4. Explanation of the eighteen dhatus (64a6-65b4) 
5. Reasons for explaining the skandhas, ayatanas and dhatus (65b4-

67a4) 
6. Matrka of qualities (67a4-73bl) 
7. Concluding matter (73b2-5) 

3 A very detailed investigation of the five skandha model in the canonical period is offered by 
Tilmann Vetter [2000]. Vetter made accessible all passages of the Vinayapit.aka and the main 
Nikayas of the Suttapit.aka (as they were known to him) mentioning the five skandhas. Through 
his minute approach Vetter succeeded in presenting a very precise characterization of the five 
skandha concept as found in the P!IIi canon. 

4 Some important observations regarding this development are found in the studies by Erich 
Frauwallner [1963] and [1994: llOff.]. However, Frauwallner focuses in his investigation almost 
exclusively on the Abhidharmic tradition of early Buddhism. 
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Sthiramati opens his commentary with a worshipful invocation 
and some introductory remarks. The latter include information on the 
author's motive for composing the text, the reasons for the number 
and the order of the five skandhas, and the etymology of the 
compounds rapaskandha, vedanaskandha, and so on. The concluding 
matter consists of a final sentence mentioning the name of the author 
and the text as well as of a short colophon of three lines that has been 
added in a different script. The main and longest section of the PSkV 
is the second one, where the five skandhas are described and analysed 
in detail. An investigation of the first part of this section, which is the 
explanation of rapa, is presented below (in section III). 

The third section of the PSkV deals mainly with those two 
ayatanas that are not included in rapaskandha. These are the mental 
faculty (manas) and its objects, the factors (dharma).S The latter are 
said to comprise eight different entities: the three skandhas vedana, 
samjfia, and samskara, the "not making known" (avijfiapti), and the 
four unconditioned (asamskrta) factors space (akasa), cessation not 
resulting from consideration (apratisamkhyanirodha), cessation 
resulting from consideration (pratisamkhyanirodha), and the true 
reality (tathata).6 Remarkably, the lists of the unconditioned constitu
ents of the dharmayatanal-dhatu presented in the Abhidharma
samuccaya and the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya vary from the four entities 
given in the PSk. In the Abhidharmasamuccaya three different kinds 
of true reality are mentioned: the tathata of the wholesome factors 
(kusaladharmatathata), of the unwholesome factors (akusala
dharmatathata), and of the neutral factors (avyakrtadharma
tathata). 7 These three entities are combined with akasa, aprati
samkhyanirodha, pratisamkhyanirodha, the state of motionlessness 
(anifijya) and the cessation of ideations and feelings (samjfia
vedayitanirodha) to form a group of eight. In AK.Bh 3,16-19 akasa, 
apratisamkhyanirodha, and pratisamkhyanirodha are mentioned as 
three kinds of unconditioned factors. Vasubandhu apparently tried to 
find a compromise in the PSk between the eight entities as found in 
the Abhidharmasamuccaya and the three entities listed in the 
Abhidharmakosabhti$ya. He adopted the group of three and adjusted it 

5 The five ayatanas covering the five sense faculties (indriya) and the five ayatanas 
comprising their objects (vi$aya) are identified as rupa by Sthiramati. See PSkV 65a6: tatra 
paficendriyiil;li Cak$Urtidini paiica Vi$aya rUptidaya/;1. 

6 PSkV61b4f. 
7 AS* 12,18f. (ASr62a7). 
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to the Y ogacara context of the PSk by adding tathata to it, a central 
philosophical concept of the Y ogacara tradition. 

As twelve of the eighteen dhatus are identical to the twelve 
ayatanas, the fourth section of the PSkV covers only one folio of the 
text. The most significant information of this passage is that the 
manaayatana and the six "elements of mind" (cittadhatu), i.e., the six 
vijfianadhatus, are to be regarded as being identical to the vijfiana
skandha.s In the fifth section of the PSkV Sthiramati comments on 
Vasubandhu's explanation that the three concepts of five skandhas, 
twelve ayatanas, and eighteen dhatus were taught in order to 
eliminate the three atmagrahas. This part of the PSkV is dealt with in 
more detail in section II, below. 

Covering seven folios, the sixth section of the PSkV is the second 
longest. It includes a list of qualities (matrka) which are applied 
consecutively to the eighteen dhtitus. The matrka treats the dhatus 
under the following eleven aspects: 

material (rupin) - immaterial (arupin) 
visible (sanidarsana) - invisible (anidarsana) 
penetrable (sapratigha) - impenetrable (apratigha) 
pure (sasrava) - impure (anasrava) 
belonging to [the sphere of] sensual pleasures/to the material 

[sphere ]/to the immaterial [sphere] (kama-/rapa-1 arupyaprati
saf/lyukta) - not belonging to [any of the three spheres] 
( apratisaf!lyukta )9 

·wholesome (kusala) - unwholesome (akusala) - neutral (avya-
krta) 

internal (tidhyatmika) - external (bahya) 
having an object (salambana) - having no object (analambana) 
having a conception (vikalpaka) 10 - having no conception 

(avikalpaka) 
appropriated (upatta) - not appropriated (anupatta) 
similar (sabhaga) - similar to itself (tatsabhaga)ll 

8 PSkV 65b1: yo vijflanaskandha/:1 sa manaayatanalfl cittadhatavaf ca sapta cak$ur-
vijiianadhatur yavan manovijiianadhatur iti. 

9 After this category the root text of the PSk mentions the categories skandhasarrzgrhrta and 
upadtinasarrzgrhrta (See PSk 7a6). 

10 In PSk 7b3 this category is listed under the term savikalpa. 

11 For further information on the. meaning and translation of these two terms, see Kramer 
[2005: 128, n. 144]. 
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The matrka found in the PSk is much shorter than matrkas 
included in the Abhidharmakosabh~ya, the Abhidharmasamuccaya, 
or in the Yogacarabhami, in which the lists in some cases comprise 
more than twenty items. 12 Why Vasubandhu has chosen these 
particular qualities and excluded others is not certain. It seems that his 
list includes mainly qualities which - in both cases (i.e., rilpin and 
arilpin) - describe worldly phenomena in order to classify them in 
material or in mental entities, and not to differentiate them from 
phenomena of the absolute level, such as the tathatli or nirva~a. This 
might be one of the reasons why we find qualities like "material" or 
"immaterial", "internal" or "not internal", "having an object" or "not 
having an object" in the matrkli and not qualities like "mundane" 
(laukika) or "supramundane" (lokottara), "conditioned" (samskrta) or 
"unconditioned" (asamskrta), "being the highest" (anuttara) or "not 
being the highest" (sottara). These latter qualities separate worldly, 
conditioned, and inferior entities like the skandhas from the 
unconditioned, supreme tathata or nirva~a. As our text does not deal 
with these supreme entities in the first place but is intended to be an 
analysis of the conditioned parts of a person, Vasubandhu might have 
chosen only those qualities that are suitable for specifying these 
worldly factors. 

II. The purpose of teaching the skandhas, ayatanas, and dhlitus 

According to Vasubandhu there is a reason to teach the three different 
models of skandhas, ayatanas, and dhatus: The understanding of each 
of the three concepts eliminates one of the three wrong views of the 
self (atmagraha).13 The skandha analysis is taught as an antidote to 
the apprehension of the self as a unity (ekatvagraha). Sthiramati adds 
that people who claim the existence of a substantial self hold that 
there is a unitary self which sees, hears, smells, tastes and touches, 

12 See AKBh 19,1ff. and AS 17,8ff. In the Yogllcarabhami matrkas are found at several 
locations, e.g., YT 'i 6alff. (see also Kramer [2005: 122ff.]), z;i 78a3ff., and z;i 212a5ff. 

13 PSkV 65b6f.: kimarthfJlll skandhadidesaneti prayojanfl111 vaktavyam ity ata aha 
trividhatmagrahapratipa/cyef)eti. The Abhidharmasamuccaya gives an explanation that appears to 
point in a similar direction but actually has a different background. There it is stated that there are 
five skandhas due to five kinds of entities [mistaken for] the self (atmavastu) consisting of "the 
body with its possessions" (saparigrahadeha), "experiencing" (upabhoga), "designating" 
(*vyavaharabhilapana), "producing right and wrong" (*dharmadharmabhisaT(ISkara), and "[mind 
as] the basis for [all] these" (tadaSraya) (see AS* 1,14-2,1 [AST5lb3-5] and ASBh 1,14-2,4). On 
the three atmagrahas as the motivation for teaching the skandhas, dhatus, and ayatanas, see also 
Skilling [1980: 32-34]. 
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thinks and perceives.14 But there is no unitary self besides the five 
skandhas within the personal existence (iitmabhava)15 of the living 
being, as neither its own nature (svarapa} nor its effects (klirya) can 
be grasped. There is no seer apart from the faculty of seeing 
(cak$u/:t).l6 In contrast, the understanding of the twelve liyatanas is 
taught in order to eliminate the apprehension of the self as the one that 
experiences (bhoktrtvagraha) the object of the sense faculties and the 
results of good and bad karma. But there is no such self. Actually 
those liyatanas that are the six sense faculties have the six kinds of 
experiences (upalabdhi).17 Finally the classification of the eighteen 
dhatus is taught as an antidote to the apprehension of self as an 
independent agent (kartrtvagraha). Sthiramati explains that there is no 
self that effects wholesome and unwholesome karma. There is no 
action besides the effect of causes and results, and without an action 
no agent is possible.18 

This traditional interpretation of the three models offered by 
Vasubandhu and Sthiramati is just one of several possibilities to 
explain why it appeared necessary to add the models of the twelve 
liyatanas and the eighteen dhlitus to the concept of the five skandhas. 
Another reason for the extension of the five skandha model is 
certainly the fact that it was impossible to include unconditioned 
entities, like nirvliiJ,a, in it, as all the skandhas are conditioned.19 
Within the concept of the ayatanas and dhatus unconditioned entities 
could be incorporated into the category of the dharmas, the object of 
the mental faculty (manas). Another reason for the extension of the 
five skandha model becomes visible when we look at the traditional 

14 PSkV 66a3f.: sarve hy atmavadinaQ evCU]J pratipannal;U ya eva pa§yati sa eva srooti jighraty 
asvadayati sprsati cetil tatra ya eva vedayate sa eva cetayate sanjtznrte vijilnlltfti. 

15 On the meaning of the concept of atmabhava, see Schmithausen [1987: 552ff., n. 1477]. 

16 PSkV 66a4f.: na hi sattvatmabhava evCU]J skandhavyatirikto 'nyatt kafcid ekavyavasthito 
rapo vidyate/ tatsvarapakaryanupalabdheQI na calcyurvyatirekeiJijnyo draWl vidyate. 

17 PSkV 66b3-6: bhoktrgrahatt punatt sarvavadinil1fl yatt subhasubhasya karma{la i~tani~la1fl 
sukhaduQkhavedanaprabhavitCU]J phalam upabhurikte rapasabdtJdr1flf ca vi~ayan sa atmetil asya 
tmagrahasya pratipa/cye{l(lyalana1fl defana/ subhasubhakannaphalasya rapadfnll1{l ca vi~ayl/l.lllm 
upabhuktir upalabdhiQI t{l1fl yaQ karoti sa karmaphalasya rapadrn{l1fl copabhokta/ t{l1fl ~atpra
karam upalabdhim ayatanany eva kurvanti. 

18 PSkV 67a1-4: kartrtvagrahatt punar yatt subhafubhan{l1fl kanna{l(l1fl karta valganasphota
nadlntl1fl ca sa atma/ asyatmagrahasya pratipa/cyeT)ll dhatudesana/ ... na ca karyakarQT;Ul
svarapavyatireke{l(lnyll kriyasti ... kriyam antareiJa ca kutaQ karta. 

19 The explanation that unconditioned dharmas cannot be included in any of the five skandhas 
is found for example in AKBh 14,22-15,6. See also Kritzer [2005: 18]. In AKBh 14,10-13, 
Vasubandhu states that the three teachings of the skandhas, dhatus and ayatanas are aimed at 
people with different levels of ignorance, of faculties, and of faith. See also Kritzer [2005: 16]. 
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division of the eighteen dhatus. As mentioned above, the PSk explains 
that ten of the dhatus are to be regarded as matter and seven as mind 
(citta or vijfiana).20 Obviously the contrast between matter and mind 
could be expressed more clearly within the model of the eighteen 
elements. 

It is notable that the other three skandhas, i.e., feeling (vedana), 
ideation (samjfili), and impulses (samskara), lost their relevance in the 
context of the ayatanas and dhatus, where they were included in the 
dharma category.21 As constituents of the latter they do not have the 
same value and position as rapa and vijfiana, but are merely objects of 
thinking. In contrast, the position of rapa and even more so that of 
vijfilina strengthened. These two are the categories that underwent the 
most important modifications during the evolution of the five skandha 
model. In particular the function of vijfianaskandha - the original 
role of which was actual perception - was widened through the 
inclusion of subliminal forms of mind, like the "store mind" (alaya
vijfiana) and the "notion of I" (kli$tamanas). The strong emphasis 
placed by Sthiramati on vijfiana is evident, for instance, when he 
states that ordinary people - those who have not perceived reality 
- regard the vijfiana as the self (Iitman), whereas they view the other 
four skandhas as "mine" (atmfya).22 Interestingly Sthiramati also 
mentions alternative concepts of the self, for example that of the 
Sarp.khya tradition. According to his understanding, the Sarp.khyas 
only regard rapaskandha as iltmrya, and all the other four skandhas as 
atman. He thus claims that for the Sarp.khyas the self is not only 
identical to vijfiana but also consists of the factors accompanying the 
mind (caitasika).23 

20 On this division, see also AS* 12,13-17 (ASr62a2-6) and AKBh 11,16-18. 

21 PSkV 65b2: trayo vedanasa/'fljflasaf!lsktirakhya/:1 skandha ... dharmayatanaf!l dharmadhatus 
ca. 

22 PSkV 2a4f.: prayeQa hi baltinaf!l vijnana evatmagraha/:11 Se$e$U rapadi$V atmfyagrtiha/:1. The 
same idea is found in ASBh 1 ,19. 

23 PSkV 32a1: stif!lkhyas caitanyasvarapam .atrnanaf!l manyantel te ca cittacaitasika
prabhede 'vidVti/'flsa/:1 saka/arrl cittacaitasikakaltipam eva caitanyam ity tihu/:11 atas te catura/:1 
skandhan titmeti pratipannti/:11 rapaskandham atmryatvena. 
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Ill. Definition ojrapa 

The sections on rapa- and on vijfiiinaskandha are of almost the same 
length and each cover more or less eleven folios in the PSkV.24 In the 
following I present an outline of the section on rapa and investigate 
its contents in detail. In this context I also try to explain some of the 
difficulties which the distinguishing of rapa and vijfiiina posed to 
authors of Abhidharmic treatises. A more comprehensive study of the 
vijfiiina section is beyond the scope of the present paper. The 
following outline gives a preliminary overview of the contents of the 
rapa section: 

1. Is the question "What is matter?" not incoherent (asarrtbaddha)? 
(3b2-4) 

2. Matter of the four basic elements (mahiibhata) and matter 
dependent (upiidiiya) on them (3b4-14a5) 

2.1 Four basic elements (3b4-4b1) 
2.2 Matter dependent on the four basic elements (4b1-6) 
2.3 Definitions of the four basic elements, their effects (karma) and 

their own nature (svabhiiva) (4b6-6a2) 
2.4 Definition of matter dependent on the basic elements (6a2-

14a5) 
2.4.1 Sense faculties (6a3-7a2) 
2.4.1.1 Sense of sight (6a3-5) 
2.4.1.2 Pellucid matter (rapaprasiida) (6a5-7a2) 
2.4.2 Objects of the sense faculties (7a2-11 b6) 
2.4.2.1 General remarks (7a2-4) 
2.4.2.2 Visible matter (rapa): colour, shape, "making known" 

(vijfiapti) (7a4-9b1) 
2.4.2.3 Sound (9b1-6) 
2.4.2.4 Odour (9b6-10a2) 
2.4.2.5 Taste (10a2-3) 
2.4.2.6 Tangible (10a3-llb6) 
2.4.3 "Not making known" (avijfiapti) (llb6-14a5) 
2.4.3.1 Definition (llb6-12a1) 
2.4.3.2 Different kinds of vijfiapti and avijfiapti (12a1-12b2) 
2.4.3.2.1 The avijfiapti of the sphere of sensual pleasures (kiima-

[dhiitu]) (12a2-6) 

24 The section on rapa is located on fols. 3b2-14b2, that on vijiiana on fols. 48b2-60a3. 
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2.4.3.2.2 The avijfiapti of the material sphere (rapa[dhatu]) and 
the pure (anasrava) avijfiapti (12a6-12b2) 

2.4.3.3 Avijfiapti being invisible (anidarfana) and penetrable 
(apratigha) (12b2-4) 

2.4.3.4 Additional remarks on the avijfiapti belonging to kama
dhatu, the avijfiapti belonging to rapadhatu and the pure 
avijfiapti (12b4-14a5) 

3. Reasons for the term rapa (14a5) 

Sthiramati opens his commentary on the rapaskandha section 
with the statement that it is impossible to determine the own nature 
(svabhava) of the skandhas due to their lack of svabhava. But it is 
possible to expose the basis [of their designation] (upadana), which in 
the case of rapaskandha is rapa.25 Therefore, in the next passage of 
the text a detailed definition of the constituents of rapa is given. The 
PSk describes rapa as the four basic elements (mahabhata) and the 
matter that is dependent (upadaya) on them.26 Sthiramati adds in his 
commentary that space (akasa) is not to be regarded as an additional 
basic element, as it is nothing other than the mere non-existence of 
impenetrable (sapratigha) rapa.27 

In connection with the explanation of matter dependent on the 
mahabhatas, Sthiramati mentions five kinds of how matter derived 
from the elements (bhautika) is dependent on them: generating 
(janana), basis [of change] (nisraya), continuity (prati.ytha), support 
(upastambha), and nourishing (brrrthal)a).28 The first of these five 
indicates that derived matter could not arise without the existence of 
the mahabhatas. 29 The fact that the mahabhatas are the basis of 
upadayarapa means, according to Sthiramati, that dependent matter 
changes in the same moment as the elements change. 30 As long as 

25 PSkV 3b3f.: skandhaniiffi nil;zsvabhavatvat tatsvabhavavyapadesena nirdharaiJam asakyal'{ll 
kil'fl tarhi tadupadananirdharQ~Jenai veti! ato riipal'fl katamad iti prasna}JJ na riipaskandha iti. 

26 The same definition of riipa is found in AS* 3,12f. (AS7 53a2) and ASBh 3,3f. In contrast, 
the Abhidharmakosabhii$ya describes riipa as the five sense faculties (indriya), their five objects 
(artha) and the avijnapti (AKBh 5,22). The four mahabhatas are dealt with in a passage that 
follows the riipaskandha section, in AKBh 8,12. 

27 PSkV 4a4f.: prthivyadivad akaSasyapi mahabhatatvaprasaflga/.11 naitad eval'{ll kil'fl karal;lal'{ll 
na hy akasal'fl nama kiiicid astil anyatra sapratighariipabhavamatrat. See also AS* 13,6 (ASr 
62b5) and ASBh 14,17. 

28 PSkV 4b2f. The same list appears in ASBh 3,4. 

29 PSkV 4b4: tatrajananahetutval'{l tair vina tadanutpatte/:l. See also ASBh 3,5f. 

30 PSkV 4b4: nisrayahetutval'{l bhatavikare tatprati$thitopadayarupavikrtyanuvidhanat. See 
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the elements are produced in a certain continuum, the series of derived 
matter will not be interrupted - this is the meaning of the third kind 
of dependence, "continuity".31 The dependence consisting in "sup
port" indicates that the continuum of upadayarapa can only exist 
where the mahabhatas exist.32 "Nourishing" points to the fact that 
dependent matter can only increase if the mahabhatas it depends on 
grow.33 

The definitions of the four mahabhatas given by Sthiramati (in 
accordance with Vasubandhu) in the following section of the PSkV 
closely resemble the explanations of the Abhidharmasamuccaya and 
the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya. Solidity (khakkhatatva) is said to be the 
nature of earth, humidity (sneha) the nature of water, heat (a$mtl) the 
nature of fire, and lightness and motion (laghusamudrra1Jatva) the 
nature of wind. 34 The respective activities of the four mahabhatas are 
support (dhrti), cohesion (samgraha), ripening (pakti), and shifting 
(vyahana).35 

In the section on matter dependent on the basic elements, Sthira
mati explains the meaning of pellucid matter (rapaprasada), which is 
the nature of the five material sense faculties.36 He gives the example 
of images being reflected in a clear mirror or in a water vessel. In the 
same way the pellucid matter of the five sense faculties reflects their 

also ASBh 3,7f. 

31 PSkV 4b4f.: sthanahetutvaf!l bhatanaf/1 sadrsasantanotpattau bhautikasyapi sadrsa
santananucchedahetutvat. See also ASBh 3,8f. 

32 PSkV 4b5: upastambhahetutvaf/1 tadvasenanucchedat. See also ASBh 3,6. 

33 PSkV 4b5f.: brf!lhaiJ(lhetutvaf/1 bhatavrddhau tadasritopiidayarapavrddhi/:1. See also ASBh 
3,9f. 

34 PSkV 5a3-5. Though the terminology found in the Tibetan translation of the Abhidharma
samuccaya is identical to the Tibetan rendering of the PSkV (see ASr 53a3f., PSkr 13alf., and 
PSkVr 5a6-8: sra ba nyid, gsher ba nyid, tsha [ba nyid], yang zhing g.yo ba nyid), the terms given 
by Pradhan in his reconsruction of the Sanskrit text differ from those in the PSkV: kathinata, 
ni$yandata, U$1Jala, kampanata (see AS* 3,14-16). Pradhan's retranslation is probably to be 
rejected here. The respective terms found in AKBh 8,20 are khara, sneha, U$1Jalii, iraQ(l. 

35 PSkV Sbl-2. 

36 According to the PSk upiidayarapa consists of the five sense faculties, their five objects, and 
the avijfiapti. The explanation of AS* 3,16-18 (ASr53a4f.) is very similar, though the last category, 
the avijfiapti, is extended to "matter included in the dharmayatana" (dharmayatanasaf/lgrhrta). 
The answer to the question, what the five indriyas are, given in the PSk is: "subtle matter having 
colour as its object", " ... having sound as its object", etc. (see PSkV 7a2f.: cak$urindriyaf/1 
katamatl varfJ.aVi$ayo rapaprasiida/:11 srotrendriyarrz katamac chabdavi$ayo rilpaprasada). The 
definition found in AS* 3,18f. (ASr 53a5f.) differs somewhat. There it is said that the faculty of 
seeing is pellucid matter dependent on the four mahabhatas and the basis for visual perception 
(cak$urvijfiiina). See also AKBh 5,27ff., where a very similar explanation is found. 
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objects.37 Sthiramati mentions in this context that manas and faith 
(sraddha) are also considered as prasada, but they are to be 
distinguished from the indriyas as they do not have matter (rapa) for 
their nature. 38 

It is worth to investigate the subsequent passage of the PSkV 
which defines the objects of each sense faculty in detail, insofar as it 
reveals interesting dissimilarities between the PSkV, the Abhidharma
kosabhti$ya, and the Abhidharmasamuccaya. First of all, the object of 
the faculty of seeing is discussed. The PSk assigns three different 
categories to the visible (rapa): colour (van;a), shape (saytlsthana), 
and "making known" (vijfiapti). All three categories are mentioned in 
the equivalent description of the Abhidharmasamuccaya, whereas the 
Abhidharmakosabhti$ya only points out van;a and saytlsthana as parts 
of the visible and obviously places kayavijfiapti under saytlsthana.39 
When going into details the PSkV, the Abhidharmasamuccaya, and 
the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya agree on four kinds of colour and eight 
kinds of shape.40 But they disagree on the question whether entities 
like a cloud, smoke, or the sunlight are to be classified as separate 
categories, or whether they are already included in the categories of 
colour and of shape. In this context AKBh 6,13 mentions eight 
additional entities: cloud (abhra), smoke (dhama), dust (rajas), mist 
(mahika), shade (chaya), sunlight (atapa), (other) light (atoka), and 
darkness (andhakara). In the Abhidharmasamuccaya space (abhy
avakasa), vijfiapti, and the colour of the sky (nabha) as well as two 
further shapes, namely fine (rdul phra mo) and rough (rags pa) shape, 
are added to the eight entities found in the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya.41 

37 PSkV 6a5f.: tadyatha prasanna tidar.Sa udakapatre va bimbaffl pratr:tya tatpratibhasaffl 
pratibimbam utpadyate/ tadvat paiicasu rupaprasadatmake$U cak$urtidi$U rupagandhtidrn 
pratltya tatpratibhasa vijiiaptaya utpadyante. 

38 PSkV 6a6-5: atra cak$urtidrnaffl parasparato vi$ayarupatmakat prastidan manasta/:1 
sraddhtitas ca vyavaccheda/:1 karya/:11 ... rupaprastidtitmakatvena manasto vyavacchinattil tad dhi 
saty api van:zavi$ayatve na rupaprasadatmakaffl/ rupagrahar:zaffl sraddhatmakatvtit (read: 
0titmakat) prastidtid vyavacchedakaffi/ 0 0 0 a to rupagrahar:zaffi kriyata itil sraddhaya arupatmaka
tvtit. 

39 AS* 3,23-26 (ASr 53a8-53b3) and AKBh 6,8f. and 6,19. The Abhidharmasamuccaya does 
not mention the expressions "colour" and "shape" explicitly in this context but gives a list of 
different colours and shapes. 
40 The four colours are nrla, pita, lohita, avadata and the eight shapes include drrgha, hrasva, 
vrtta, parimar:z4ala, unnata, avanata, stita, visata. See PSkV 7bl-2 and 5, AS* 3,24f. (ASr 53blf.), 
and AKBh 6,12f. 
41 See AS* 3,25f. (ASr 53b2f.) and also ASBh 13,14f. The Abhidharmasamuccaya states that all 
the different categories of visible matter can be of three kinds: beautiful (kha dog bzang po), not 
beautiful (kha dog ngan pa), or neither of these two (see ASr 53b3). 
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Sthiramati lists the entities from abhra to nabha (omitting vijfiapti, 
which he mentions in a separate section), but he rejects them as 
separate constituents different from colour and shape. He argues that 
clouds, smoke etc. are either included in the category samsthana, in 
case they are limited, or in the category van;a, in case they are not 
limited.42 

While the PSk analyses vijfiapti as a third kind of visible rupa 
beside colour and shape, in the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya the definition 
of vijfiapti is included in another context, namely in chaper 4, in 
which karma is characterized. The Abhidharmasamuccaya mentions 
vijfiaptirapa as one of the 25 separate categories forming the visible, 
but it neither explains what the matter of vijfiapti includes nor 
mentions it in its chapter on karma. The examination of vijfiapti 
presented in the PSkV and the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya shows that 
there was a dispute over the characterization of the bodily vijfiapti 
(kayavijfiapti) within the different traditions. This discussion was 
related to the general question of whether shape (samsthana) was to 
be regarded as a real entity (dravya), in the same manner as van;a, or 
as a designation for an accumulation of colour atoms arranged in a 
certain way.43 The first view (i.e., samsthana being dravyasat) was 
held by the Sarvastivadins, who regarded kayavijfiapti as a kind of 
shape and therefore as a real entity.44 They classified kayavijfiapti as 
shape without there being colour. 45 The opposite view was taken by 
the Sautrantikas, who maintained that samsthana was a mere 
designation and that kayavijfiapti was shape that does not exist as a 
real entity.46 A very similar position is held by Sthiramati in the 
PSkV. He also explains that shape does not exist as an entity and 
argues that this is evident for example from the fact that there are no 
differently shaped atoms in the same way as there are atoms of 
various colours. Therefore there are for instance no long-shaped atoms 

42 PSkV 7b2f.: abhrtidayo hi paricchinnadesa aparicchinnadesas cal. tatra ye paricchinna
desas te sa/'flsthana evantarbhata/:11 ye 'paricchinnade§as te van:wvise!$ti evetil na variJll
saTflsthanabhytilrl prthag vyavasthapayituTfl sakyanta itrha prthag nokta/:1. 

43 See, e.g., AKBh 195,7ff. 

44 AKBh 192,20f. and 196,lf. For a more detailed description of the discussion of saTflsthana 
existing either as a real entity or as a mere designation (prajnaptisat), see Karunadasa [1989: 
50ff.]. 

45 AKBh 6,18f. Another example for rapa consisting of mere shape without colour exists, 
according to the Sarvastiv!idins, in objects seen at a distance (see AKBh 195,12f.). 

46 AKBh 195,16f. 
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in an accumulation of atoms having a long shape.47 According to 
Sthiramati shape and vijfiapti exist as mere designations and are hence 
not objects of the faculty of seeing, which can only have a real entity 
as its object. What is perceived by the latter is colour having different 
shapes. 48 Remarkably, Sthiramati adds that according to ultimate 
reality (paramarthatab) van:za - in the same way as sarrzsthana -
is not the object of the faculty of seeing. He argues that this is due to 
the fact that mind (vijfiana) does not have any outer objects, because 
the existence of (colour) atoms, like that of shape, is not possible from 
the viewpoint of that level.49 This remark by Sthiramati is one of the 
very few indications found in the PSkV pointing to the idealist 
doctrine of "mind-only" (vijfiaptimatrattl). 

The classifications of sound (sabda), the object of the faculty of 
hearing, differ in the PSkV, the Abhidharmasamuccaya, and the 
Abhidharmakosabhti$ya. In this context it becomes obvious that 
Sthiramati in some cases refutes the traditions of the Abhidharma
samuccaya and of the Abhidharmakosabhtl$ya and develops his own 
theories. All three texts agree on two kinds of sound: SO 

1. the sound caused by the basic elements (mahabhatahetuka) that 
are appropriated (upatta) 

2. the sound caused by the basic elements that are not appropriated 
( anupatta) 

The first kind of sound is identified as the sound of the voice 
(vac) in the PSkV, the Abhidharmakosabht1$ya, and the Abhidharma
samuccayabhti$ya. The PSkV and the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya 

4 7 PSkV 8a*4-7 (fhe scribe has erroneously omitted a part of the text, which was subsequently 
added on an additional folio. As both folios are marked as folio 8 in our manuscript, for the sake 
of clarity I refer to the additional folio as 8* in the present article.): na ca niravayavatvdt 
paramlll)unafl! drrghtidirupel)a parasparato bhedo yukta/:11 tasman na nfltidiparamtil)uvad 
drrghtidiparamlil)aval;z santrti/ ataf ca sQf!!sthanaparamtil)usamudayo 'pi drrghtidisQf!!sthana
paramal)vabhavatl ... tasman nasty eva dravyatal;z safl!sthanafl!. 

48 PSkV 9a2f.: dravyasadvi~ayatvac ca~urtidfntifl!l saf!!sthanasya vijiiaptes ca prajiiapti 
sattvan na ca~u~o vi~ayatvam asti. kathQf!! ca~urvisayatvena rupam ucyatel atra hi loktinuvrttya 
varl)a};z safl!SthanaviSesal)as ca~urvisayatvena viva~ital;z/ tathtl hi SQf!!Sthanavisistas caksusa 
van:w grhyate. Sthiramati also describes vijiiapti as shape that arises from the intention of which it 
is the object and that is called vijiiapti because it makes known [to others] the intention by which it 
has been aroused (see PSkV 8a6f.: tadalambanacittajafl! ktiyamahabhatasrayel)otpannafl! ktiyasya 
SQf!!sthanafl!l svasamutthapakacittavijiiapantid vijiiaptir ity ucyate ). 

49 PSkV 9a6f.: paramarthatas tu safl!sthanavan na varl)o 'pi ca~uso visayal;zl safl!sthanavat 
paramlll)or anispannatvat vijnanasya bahyarthavisayatvat. 

50 PSkV9b4, AKBh 6,4, AS* 4,3 (AST53b5) and ASBh 3,19f. 
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additionally mention the sound of the (clapping) hand (hasta). The 
sound that is not appropriated is, according to the PSkV and the 
Abhidharmakosabhii$ya, the sound of the wind (viiyu), of the trees 
(vanaspati), or of the river (nadr). 51 The categorization of the 
remaining types of sound appears to have been controversial. The 
Abhidharmasamuccaya and the PSkV distinguish a third category of 
sound: the sound that is both, upiitta and anupiitta. As an example for 
this kind of sound the texts mention the sound of a hand and a drum 
(mrdanga), i.e., a hand hitting a drum.52 Remarkably, this class of 
sound is rejected in the Abhidharmakosabhii$ya as a separate category. 
There it is stated that "others" (apare) say that a sound can be 
appropriated and not appropriated at the same time, but this is not 
accepted, as it is not admitted that one atom is based on two tetrads of 
the basic elements (i.e., the four basic elements of the hand and the 
four basic elements of the drum). 53 This rejection of the sound that is 
both, appropriated and not appropriated, in the Abhidharmakosa
bhii$ya is remarkable insofar as the author of the Abhidharmakosa
bhii$ya is generally accepted to be identical to that of the PSk.54 What 
is more, two other kinds of sound mentioned in the Abhidharma
kosabhii$ya are absent in the PSk. In AKBh 6,24 the class of sounds of 
living beings (sattva) and, finally, the sounds not belonging to living 
beings are listed additionally. The first of these two classes refers to 
the "making known" of speech (viigvijfiapti), the second is described 
as including all other kinds of sound.55 The Abhidharmakosabhii$ya 
adds that all four of the mentioned sounds can be pleasant (manojfia) 
or unpleasant (amanojfia), which makes a total of eight different 
categories of sounds.S6 In contrast, the Abhidharmasamuccaya lists 
five additional classes of sound besides the two categories mentioned 
above. They include sounds known in the world (lokaprasiddha), i.e., 
common talk (laukikabhii$ii), sounds produced by the siddhas 

51 PSkV9b5f., AKBh 6,25f., and ASBh 3,19. ASBh 3,20 has only vrh;a as the sound that is not 
appropriated. 

52 PSkV9b6 and ASBh 3,20. 

53 AKBh 6,27-7,1. 

54 See, e.g., Schmithausen [1989: 262, n. 101]. Vasubandhu does not explicitly mention the 
example of the sound of a hand and a drum in the PSk, but he clearly accepts the position of the 
sound that is simultaneously upatta and anupatta (see PSkr 13a5: sgra gang zhe nal rna ba'i yul 
tel zin pa dang rna zin pa dang gnyi ga 'i ste). 

55 AKBh 6,6f. 

56 AKBh 6,24f. 
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(siddhopanfta), fabricated (parikalpita) sounds,57 sounds belonging 
to the common practice of the Aryas (aryavyavaharika) or to the 
common practice of the non-Aryas (anaryavyavaharika). All these 
sounds can be not only pleasant or unpleasant, as indicated in the 
explanation of the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya mentioned above, but also 
neutral. 58 

The sections on odour and taste consist of only three lines in the 
PSkV. Nevertheless they are noteworthy as they differ from the 
respective passages in the Abhidharmasamuccaya and the Abhi
dharmakosabhti$ya. The latter mentions four types of odour: good 
(su-) and bad odour (durgandha) which can both be either constant 
(sama) or inconstant (vi$ama). It is added, however, that in the sastra 
(i.e., in the PrakaraiJa) three kinds of odour are taught: good, bad, and 
neutral (samagandha).59 An almost identical statement is made by 
Vasubandhu in the PSk, the "neutral" odour being indicated with the 
phrase "other [odours]".60 Sthiramati does not mention this triad in 
his commentary, but instead refers to another definition, which 
describes the odour as natural (sahaja), like the smell of sandal wood 
(candana), as arising from contact (samyogika), like the smell of 
incense (dhapavarti), and as arising from change (pari1Jtimika), like 
the smell of ripe mango fruits (pakvamraphala).61 All six types of 
odour are listed in the Abhidharmasamuccaya, and in its commentary 
the last three are illustrated with the same examples of sandal wood, 
incense, and ripe fruits. 62 That means that the triad of sahaja, 
samyogika, and pari1Jtimika was probably unknown to the author of 
the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya and also to the author of the PSk. In his 
commentary Sthiramati, possibly following the tradition of the Abhi-

57 The siddhopanfta and the parikalpita sounds are explained in ASBh 3,21 as sounds 
communicated by the Aryas (tlryair defital;z) on the one hand or by the non-Buddhists (tfrthyair 
desita/:1) on the other. The reconstruction of these two and the following two categories offered by 
Pradhan (see AS* 4,4: siddhopanfto vtl parikalpito vtl tlryair defito vtl tfrthyair desito va) seems to 
be wrong when compared to the commentary found in ASBh and to the Tibetan translation of the 
Abhidharmasamuccaya (AS, 53b5f.): grub pas bstan pa dang/ kun brtags pa dang/ 'phags pas tha 
snyad btags pa dang/ 'phags pa ma yin pas tha snyad btags pa'o. The phrases aryair desita/:1 and 
tlrthyair defita/:1 do not describe additional categories but are the respective definitions of the 
siddhopanfta and the parikalpita sounds. The correct expression for the last two categories of 
sound is found in ASBh 3,21f: aryanaryavyavaharikau. 

58 AS* 4,2 (AS,53b4f.). 

59 AKBh7,6. 

60 PSk, 13a6: dri zhimpa dang/ dri na ba/ de las gzhanpa'o. 

61 PSkV lOalf. 

62 AS* 4,5f. (AS, 53b7) and ASBh 3,24f. 
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dharmasamuccaya, decided to go beyond Vasubandhu's definition 
and include the triad in his own explanation. 

In the case of taste, Sthiramati (in accord with Vasubandhu's root 
text) follows the classification of the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya, where 
six types are listed: sweet (madhura), sour (amla), salty (lava~J,a), 

pungent (katuka), bitter (tikta), and astringent (ka$tiya). 63 He does 
not mention that taste, according to the Abhidharmasamuccaya, can 
also be divided into the classes pleasant (manojfia), unpleasant 
(amanojfia), and neutral or, in analogy to the categories of odour, into 
sahaja, Stif!lyogika, and pari"(lamika. 64 

When analysing the nature of the tangible, Sthiramati again is 
closer to the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya than to the definition of the 
Abhidharmasamuccaya, parts of which he even refutes explicitly. In 
AKBh 7 ,9f. eleven entities are mentioned as being tangible: the four 
mahabhatas, softness (slak$"(latva), hardness (karkasatva), heaviness 
(gurutva), lightness (laghutva), cold (sfta), hunger (jighatsa), and 
thirst (pipasa). The explanation given in the PSk is more differentiated 
because, in contrast with the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya, rapa is divided 
into the matter of the four mahabhatas and the matter dependent 
(upadayarapa) on them. As the tangible is explained in the context of 
upadayarapa, the mention of the four mahabhatas as constituents of 
this category would contradict the classification (of mahabhata versus 
upadayarapa) made earlier. Therefore it is said in PSk 2al that only a 
part of the tangible (spra$tavyaikadesa) is explained in this context. 
The Abhidharmasamuccaya does not mention the mahabhatas under 
the topic of the tangible and explains that the latter consists of 
upadayarapa including in addition to the seven entities softness etc. 
fifteen other categories like strength (bala), weakness (daurbalya), or 
fainting (marcha). Sthiramati explains that these additional categories 
are not listed in the PSk because they are already included in the 
remaining ones, like for example strength is included in hardness and 
heaviness and fainting in lightness. 65 

The third constituent of matter dependent on the basic elements is, 
according to the PSk, the avijfiapti. In the root text (PSk 2alf.) 
avijfiapti is explained as "invisible and penetrable matter arisen from 

63 AKBh7,4. 

64 AS* 4,7-9 (ASr53b8f.). 

65 PSkV ll b2f.: anye 'pi miirchabaladaurbalyadaya/;1 spra.ytavyavise$tl vidyante/ ete$V 
evantarbhuta iti prthag nokta/;11 miircha slak${latvan na bhidyate balal'fl karkasagurutvabhyal'fl. 
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vijfiapti and meditative absorption" (vijfiaptisamadhijam rapam 
anidarsanam apratigham). A similar statement is given in AKBh 8,9f., 
where avijfiapti is described as wholesome (kusala) or unwholesome 
(akusala) matter, having arisen from vijfiapti or sami1dhi.66 Remarka
bly, the term avijfiapti is not used in the AS. Instead, the term 
samadanika is applied to this kind of karmic matter in the context of 
the definition of five classes of matter belonging to the dharma
yatana. 67 The Abhidharmasamuccaya does not specify, however, 
what exactly the matter belonging to the samadanika category is. 

According to Sthiramati avijfiapti that has arisen from vijfiapti 
belongs to [the sphere of] sensual pleasure (kilmapta) and can be 
divided into four classes: (1) the restraint (samvara) of the code of 
precepts (pratimok.ya), (2) the restraint of the Bodhisattva, (3) the 
non-restraint (asamvara), which includes practice harming others, and 
(4) neither restraint nor non-restraint, which is described as the 
appearance of partly beneficial and partly harmful [activities] 
(ekadesenanugrahopaghatapravrttil:t). 68 This classification of avijfia
pti seems to be. an extended adaptation of the analysis of it as found in 
the Abhidharmakosabha..yya. There avijfiapti is structured into the 
three classes samvara, asamvara, and naiva samvaro nasamvara/:t. 69 

The class of the bodhisattvasamvara is, as might be expected, missing 
in the Abhidharmakosabha.yya. It is notable in this context that the 
same structure of three classes is presented in the Abhidharma
samuccaya; not, however, explicitly describing avijfiapti, but the 
divisions of karma. 70 What is surprising here, is the fact that the 
Abhidharmasamuccaya does not mention the restraint of the Bodhi-

66 Sthirarnati also classifies avijflapti as being kusala or akusala in PSkV 12al. The terms are, 
however, missing in the Tibetan translation of the PSkV. There the characterization of avijfiapti is 
as follows (PSkVT 11a6f.): rnam par rig byed dang/ ting nge 'dzin las byung ba 'i gzugs te bstan du 
med pa thogs pa med pa'o. In contrast with avijflapti, which can never be neutral (avyakrta) (see 
AKBh 200,25), vijfiapti might be kusala, akusala, or avyakrta (see AKBh 201,2 and PSkV 12a2). 
The reason for this classification of aviftiapti as either morally good or bad might be explained by 
the fact that avijliapti was introduced to justify the karmic results of actions that cannot be 
perceived directly in opposition to the visible actions of body and speech (i.e., kilya- and 
vagvijflapti). Therefore an avijfiapti not having karmic consequences would be ineffective and 
purposeless. 

67 See AS* 4,13 (AST54a4f.) andASBh 4,4. On the meaning of this term, see below. 

68 PSkV 12a2-6. See also AS* 58,8f. (AST 104b6f.). As is evident from the commentary to the 
latter (see ASBh 69,7f.), the term naivasal'flvtlrantlsal'flvara refers to activities that are not included 
in the classes sa,vara or asQTflvara, as for instance "friendly words" (priyavacana) or "a slap with 
the open hand" (capeta). . 

69 AKBh 205,12f. 

70 See AS* 57,3 (AST 104a3). 
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sattva either. 
The first category, samvara, is divided into three subclasses in the 

Abhidharmakosabhti$ya and the Abhidharmasamuccaya. The first of 
these is pratimok$asamvara. The other two classes are the restraint of 
contemplation (dhyanasamvara) and the restraint of the uncontami
nated (anasravasamvara). These are the two categories that are 
described by Sthiramati as arising from meditative absorption 
(samadhija)Jl The avijfiapti that arises from meditative absorption 
belongs either to the material [sphere] (rapapta) or is the 
uncontaminated (anasrava) avijfiapti. If it belongs to the rapadhatu 
then it originates from contaminated meditative absorption (sasrava
samadhija) of the four contemplations (dhyana), of [the stage] before 
attaining [the first dhyana] (anagamya), and of the states between the 
[first two] dhyanas (dhyanantara). 72 The avijfiapti that is uncon
taminated is produced by uncontaminated meditative absorption 
(anasravasamadhija). 73 

In the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya the analysis of avijfiapti is very 
comprehensive and the discussion of opposing views with regard to 
the nature of avijfiapti is rather complex and difficult to understand. 74 
In this context one of Vasubandhu' s main concerns seems to be to 
oppose the Sarvastivada theory of avijfiapti as an existing entity 
(dravya) and a component of the category rapa. Naturally, both these 
assumptions were rejected by the Sautrantikas, whose arguments 
Vasubandhu employs to support his position. Sthiramati refers only 
briefly to this discussion75 and seems (in accord with the PSk)76 to 
accept the view that avijfiapti belongs to the category of matter. He 
does not indicate, however, whether this also means that avijfiapti is 
to be regarded as dravya. What seems to be more controversial to 

71 PSkV 12a6f. The same statement is made in AKBh 200,10. 

72 In contrast with the PSkV, the Abhidharmasamuccaya mentions only the first three dhyanas 
as constituting this category (see AS* 57,20f. [AST 104b4f.]). 

73 PSkV 12blf. In AKBh 201,8-11 Vasubandhu defends the view that avijfiapti can only be 
produced in kllma- and rupadhatu, not in arupyadhatu. The arising of avijfiapti is impossible in 
the sphere without matter, as avijfiapti is dependent on the mahabhutas, which, of course, do not 
exist there. Vasubandhu rejects the opponent's assumption that it should be possible to produce 
avijfiapti in arapyadhatu just as uncontaminated avijfiapti is produced by someone existing in the 
rupadhatu. In contrast with uncontaminated avijfiapti, which does not fall under the division of the 
three dhatus, an avijfiapti belonging to arupyadhatu could not be produced dependent on elements 
which belong to another sphere. 

74 See AKBh 9,19-10,6 and chapter4, e.g., pp. 196,4ff. 

75 See PSkV 13a5-13b6. 

76 PSk l3a2f. 
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Sthiramati is the question whether there are any other kinds of matter 
comparable to avijfiapti. The manner in which Sthiramati discusses 
this problem shows that the boundary between material and mental 
factors was disputed among the authors of Abhidharmic texts like the 
PSkV, the Abhidharmasamuccaya, and the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya. 

In the Smigrtisatra it is stated that there are three kinds of rapa: 
one that is visible (sanidarsana) and impenetrable (sapratigha), one 
that is invisible and impenetrable, and one that is invisible and 
penetrable. 77 The satra does not explain, however, what exactly is 
meant by these three classes. The passage is quoted in the Abhi
dharmakosabhti$ya (196,8f.), and Sthiramati seems to refer to it in the 
PSkV when he explains that all matter is threefold. He identifies 
visible and impenetrable matter with the object of the sense of sight, 
invisible and impenetrable matter with the five sense faculties as well 
as the objects of the other four senses (apart from the sense of sight), 
and finally the invisible and penetrable matter with the matter of 
dharmayatana. 78 According to the Abhidharmasamuccaya, the 
matter of dharmayatana includes five entities: compressed matter 
(abhi- sarrtk$epika), matter of space (abhyavakasika), matter of 
commitment (samadanika), imagined (parikalpita) matter, and matter 
produced by those with [meditative] power (vaibhatvika). 79 The 
commentary explains matter that is abhisarrtk$epika as the matter of 
atoms (parama~J,u), whereas abhyavakasika is defined as referring to 
the matter of atoms being separated from other obstructing tangible 
[matter] (tadanyaprativarakaspra$(avyarahita).80 The term samada
nika is explained as an alternative expression for the matter of 
avijfiapti, and parikalpita is defined as indicating matter of meditative 
images (pratibimba), as for instance the image of a skeleton (asthi
samkalika). Vaibhatvika is explained as referring to objects of those 
who are absorbed in the eight liberations ([a$ta]vimok$adhyayi-

77 See Stache-Rosen [1968: 73]. 

78 PSkV 12b3-5. 

79 AS* 4,12-14 (ASr54a4f.), ASBh 4,3-5, and PSkV 12b5. 
80 ASBh 4,3f. See also PSkV 12b6-13a2. It is difficult to discern the subtle difference between 
the atomic matter of the category abhisaTfl~epika and that of abhyavakasa. The first kind of 
matter possibly refers to the ordinary atoms that constitute the material objects, whereas the 
second relates to the (dark or light) matter of holes, like the opening of a door or the mouth. See 
AKBh 18,11-18 for a distinction of (unconditioned) akasa from the aka§adhatu which is defined as 
the material space of the opening of doors etc. 
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gocara).81 This last category probably includes the formless objects 
visualized during the practice of the eight liberations, such as the four 
colours. 82 Sthiramati rejects four of these categories as belonging to 
rapa and explains why he accepts only the avijfiapti as invisible and 
penetrable matter. According to his argument, the first two categories, 
the abhisamk$epika and the abhyavakasika, refer to matter of atoms 
and thus belong to the category of colour (which is part of the visible 
matter). 83 The objects of the last two categories, the parikalpita and 
the vaibhatvika, are nothing other than mental images and are 
therefore to be regarded as being part of the mind. 84 Thus in the case 
of invisible and penetrable matter Sthiramati explicitly rejects the 
teaching of five different entities given in the Abhidharmasamuc
caya and follows the tradition of just one entity falling under this 
category of matter. This tradition is also evident in the Abhidharma
kosabhti$ya where it is presented as the position of the Sarvastivadins, 
who state that there is no other invisible and penetrable rapa than 
avijfiapti. 85 It is notable that in this context Vasubandhu mentions the 
view of some Y ogacaras who claim that an image that is perceived in 
contemplation is matter that is invisible and penetrable. This position 
seems to be accepted by the Sautrantikas (and probably also by 
Vasubandhu himself who tends to favour the Sautrantika view of avi
jfiapti).86 However, the fivefold division of invisible and penetrable 
rapa as explained in the Abhidharmasamuccaya and the PSkV is not 
mentioned in the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya, possibly because it was 
unknown to Vasubandhu. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

As one of the very few Abhidharmic works of the Y ogacara school 
extant in Sanskrit, Sthiramati's PSkV represents a very important 

81 ASBh 4,4f. See also PSkV 13a2. 

82 On the inclusion of the visualization of colours in the eight vimo~as, see Kramer [2005: 147, 
n. 237]. 

83 PSkV 12b6-13a2. 

84 PSkV 13a2-4: parikalpitam pratibimbarapam asthisartlkalikadikarrtl vaibhatvikarrt vimo~a
dhyayigocaraTfl tad rapaTfl vikalpatmakatvad iha noptittQTfll na hi tat tadakaravijiiana
pratyavabhasad bahir vidyatel pratibimbaTfl ca vi$ayapratyavabhaso vijiianasyaiveti na vijiianat 
pratibimbartl pratibimbad va vijiianaTfl prthag asti. 

85 See AKBh 196,12. 

86 AKBh 197,4-6 and 198,16f. On the question of the term "Sautrl!ntika" and the relation 
between Sautra:ntika positions and the Yogacarabhami, see Kritzer [2005: xxvi-xxx]. 
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source for the technical terminology of this tradition and contains 
valuable information on philosophical development and on the 
process of reshaping the canonical concept of the skandhas, ayatanas, 
and dhatus. In the context of the elaborate system of mind of the 
Y ogacara tradition, new theories such as those of alayavijiilina or 
kli$tamanas had to be integrated into the traditional structure. In a few 
instances Sthiramati even incorporates into the PSkV some aspects of 
the idealistic position of vijiiaptimlitratli, for instance when he 
mentions that colour, from the viewpoint of the highest reality, is not 
the object of the eye faculty, because vijiilina does not have any 
external objects. Apart from one or two remarks pointing in this 
idealistic direction, it is evident that the PSkV basically follows the 
more traditional teachings of the Abhidharmakosabhli$ya and the 
Abhidharmasamuccaya. Although Sthiramati does usually not 
explicitly mention his sources, it is obvious that his positions are 
closely related to those of the Abhidharmakosabhli$ya and the 
Abhidharmasamuccaya. With regard to the latter, however, it is 
notable that Sthiramati in some cases rejects views that very clearly 
have their origin in the Abhidharmasamuccaya. This is for example 
the case when Sthiramati explains the matter of dharmayatana: He 
rejects its fivefold division as found in the Abhidharmasamuccaya, 
and instead accepts only the avijiiapti in this category of matter. 
Remarkably, Sthiramati seems to follow a position here that in the 
Abhidharmakosabhli$ya is ascribed to the Sarvastivadins. According 
to the latter, only the avijiiapti is to be regarded as invisible and 
penetrable matter. The contrary view, namely that meditative images 
are to be considered as this kind of matter, was obviously held by 
some (early) Yogacaras (as represented by some portions of the 
Yogliclirabhami)87 and the Sautrantikas. 

On other occasions Sthiramati seems to compromise on the 
divergent teachings of the Abhidharmakosabhli$ya and the Abhi
dharmasamuccaya, and as a result develops his own interpretations. A 
similar procedure can already be observed in Vasubandhu's PSk, 
where for instance the number of unconditioned entities is established 
as four - most probably a compromise between the three 

87 Schmithausen [1973: 167] explains that this position is found in some passages of the 
Yogacarabhami, but he also mentions that in another part of the latter, namely in the 
Srdvakabhami, there is the tendency to consider the meditative images as mental (and not 
material). 
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unconditioned factors of the Abhidharmakosabhli$ya and the eight of 
the Abhidharmasamuccaya. Notable in this context is Vasubandhu's 
(and Sthiramati's) treatment of the object of the faculty of hearing, the 
sound, which is defined in the PSk as being threefold. This division 
disagrees with the respective explanation of the Abhidharma
kosabhli$ya, in which the last of these three kinds, sound that 
simultaneously is upatta and anupatta, is rejected. Here Vasubandhu 
seems to follow the tradition of the Abhidharmasamuccaya, which 
accepts this kind of sound. But at the same time neither Vasubandhu 
nor Sthiramati mention the additional five classes of sound, like the 
sound "known in the world", listed in the Abhidharmasamuccaya in 
the same context. This tendency of developing interpretations which 
are neither in accordance with the Abhidharmakosabhli$ya nor with 
the Abhidharmasamuccaya is also visible when Sthiramati denies the 
positions held in the Abhidharmakosabhli$ya and the Abhidharma
samuccaya that there are more constituents of the visible (rapa) than 
just van:za and samsthana, namely clouds, smoke, dust etc. Finally it 
may also be noted that Sthiramati occasionally supplements the 
definitions of the PSk, for example in the case of odour, where he lists 
three additional kinds that are absent in Vasubandhu's root text and 
also in the Abhidharmakosabhti$ya but are listed in the Abhidharma
samuccaya. 
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